Affective mentalizing involves the integration of various social signals in order to infer the affective states of others. Previous neuroimaging studies have shown that the medial prefrontal cortex, the precuneus/posterior cingulate cortex, and the temporo-parietal junction constitute the core affective mentalizing network. However, the relative contributions of these regions to affective mentalizing remain unclear. We used functional magnetic resonance imaging to investigate which of these nodes are involved in the integration of two social signals: emotional tears and facial expressions. We assumed that this integration would produce a supra-additive effect, indicated by greater activity than the sum of the effects of the individual social signals. Female subjects rated the sadness of faces with either tears or tear-like circles, and either sad or neutral expressions. We observed the supra-additive effect in the medial prefrontal cortex and precuneus/posterior cingulate cortex but not in the temporo-parietal junction. These results indicate that the medial prefrontal cortex and precuneus/posterior cingulate cortex play an important role in integrating tears and facial expressions during affective mentalizing.
Introduction
Social cognition involves psychological processes that allow humans to make inferences about other people. Among such processes, affective mentalizing (or cognitive empathy) is defined as the process of inferring another's affective state (i.e., "I understand how you feel") (Perry and Shamay-Tsoory, 2013) . Previous neuroimaging and lesion studies have identified a number of brain regions involved in affective mentalizing (Frith and Frith, 2003; Samson et al., 2004; Saxe and Powell, 2006; Mitchell, 2008; Shamay-Tsoory et al., 2009; Atique et al., 2011; CorradiDell'Acqua et al., 2014) . Among these regions, the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), the precuneus/posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), and the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) are considered the core mentalizing network, because they have often been observed during affective (Atique et al., 2011; Corradi-Dell'Acqua et al., 2014) and non-affective (cognitive) (Goel et al., 1995; Van Overwalle, 2009; Van Overwalle and Baetens, 2009) contexts. However, the relative contributions of these nodes to affective mentalizing are not well understood.
One possible way to clarify the relative contributions of these nodes is to examine the brain regions that are involved in integrating multiple social signals to infer another's affective state. Here, we define the integration as a process in which social signals are combined to infer the most likely affective state. In the field of multisensory research, if two different types of social signal are integrated in a region, it is expected not only to be activated by each separately (convergence), but also to show interaction effects between them (Calvert et al., 2000; Raij et al., 2000; Stevenson et al., 2009) . Previous neuroimaging studies have consistently found that the mPFC contains information about another's emotional state, regardless of whether the social signals involved facial, body, or vocal expressions (Peelen et al., 2010) , or whether they involved facial expressions or situational information in the absence of observable expressions (Skerry and Saxe, 2014) . These findings indicate that the mPFC plays a key role in representing others' affective states at the abstract level by receiving information about distinct social signals. However, each type of social signal was presented separately in previous studies, so it has remained unclear whether the mPFC is involved in the integration process.
Even less is known about the role of the PCC and TPJ in the integration of social signals. In particular, the function of the PCC in mentalizing is not well understood; hence, little attention has been paid to its role in integrating social signals. Furthermore, the function of the TPJ in mentalizing has been controversial (Decety and Lamm, 2007; Mitchell, 2008; Scholz et al., 2009; Cabeza et al., 2012) , and its role in the integration of social signals has not been clarified. For instance, Peelen et al. (2010) showed that a region adjacent to the TPJ also contains information about another's emotional state across different types of emotional expression (face, body, and voice). However, a subsequent neuroimaging study by Skerry and Saxe (2014) utilizing facial expressions and situational information (e.g., social exclusion) showed that the TPJ did not represent another's emotional state at an abstract level; more specifically, their work showed that a classifier, which was trained to discriminate the valence of one social signal within the TPJ, did not successfully classify that valence for the other social signals. Understanding another person's affective state based on situational information is critically different from interpreting emotional expressions (produced by the face, body, and voice), in that situational information can be interpreted in multiple ways and presents an ill-posed inverse problem (e.g., a person might feel happy or sad when he or she is separated from others). Thus, understanding situational information in a socially-appropriate manner requires knowledge of the social event (e.g., that separation from others should be considered a sad event; Barbey et al., 2009; Krueger et al., 2009 ). Thus, we anticipate that the TPJ plays a minor role in the integration of social signals that involve social event knowledge.
Given this background, we focused our investigation on the integration of two social signals from facial stimuli: tears and facial expressions. To the best of our knowledge, neither the neural mechanisms underlying the processing of tears as social stimuli nor the neural bases of the integration of tears and facial expressions has been identified. Emotional tears appear to be unique to humans and are of considerable interest in the field of evolutionary psychology (e.g., Murube et al., 1999; Provine et al., 2009; Balsters et al., 2013) . Like social situations, understanding another's affective state from tears is an ill-posed inverse problem, because tears can be shed in response to many different emotions (e.g., anger, happiness, and sadness; Murube et al., 1999) . Therefore, tears are similar to social situations in that they require social event knowledge in order to achieve the most appropriate interpretation. In the absence of contextual information, humans tend to interpret tears as a symbol of sadness (i.e., the tears effect; Provine et al., 2009) , possibly because such an interpretation is the most socially appropriate. As the mPFC can represent others' emotions at an abstract level across different social signals (Peelen et al., 2010; Skerry and Saxe, 2014) , we predicted that it would be involved in integrating tears and facial expressions.
The present study used functional magnetic-resonance imaging (fMRI) to test the hypothesis that the mPFC, but not the TPJ, integrates tears and facial expressions during the evaluation of others' sadness. We also explored the role of the PCC in this integration process without a specific hypothesis. We manipulated two factors: tears (tears, tear-like control objects, and no object) and facial expressions (sad and neutral). We initially tested our assumption that the core mentalizing network is activated by the presence of tears, and then examined whether this network shows interaction effects between tears and facial expressions. We predicted that the mPFC would show a supra-additive effect, providing evidence of the integration of information on tears and facial expressions (Meredith and Stein, 1983; Calvert et al., 2000; Raij et al., 2000; Stevenson et al., 2009) . In other words, these regions should show stronger activation in response to a sad facial expression with tears than the sum of the activity in response to individual presentations of a sad facial expression without tears and a neutral facial expression with tears. By contrast, we predicted that the TPJ would not show the same effect.
Materials and methods

Subjects
Sixty-one healthy subjects aged 18-44 years (mean age = 22.1 years; standard deviation [SD] = 4.7 years) participated in the study. We recruited only female participants because they tend to react to crying people with more sympathy and support than males (Cretser et al., 1982) . All subjects were right-handed according to the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) . None of the volunteers had a history of symptoms requiring neurological, psychological, or other medical care. All subjects gave written informed consent. The study was approved by the ethical committee of the National Institute for Physiological Sciences of Japan. Thirty-eight subjects participated in the main fMRI experiment. The rest of the subjects (n = 23) participated in a separate experiment to define the regions of interest (ROIs). None of the subjects participated in both experiments.
Data acquisition
fMR images were acquired using a 3T scanner (Verio; Siemens Erlangen, Germany) with a 32-element phased-array head coil. Tight but comfortable foam padding was placed around each subject's head to minimize movement. T2*-weighted gradient-echo echo-planar imaging (EPI) was used to obtain the functional images. The sequence parameters were as follows: repetition time (TR), 3000 ms; echo time (TE), 30 ms; flip angle, 83 • ; 39 slices of 3.0 mm thickness with a 17% slice gap, which covered the entire cerebral and cerebellar cortices; field of view, 192 mm; and in-plane resolution, 3.0 mm × 3.0 mm. Oblique scanning was used to exclude the eyeballs from the images. For anatomical imaging, a T1-weighted three-dimensional (3D) magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisition gradient echo (MP-RAGE) sequence was obtained (TR = 1800 ms; TE = 2.97 ms; flip angle = 9 • ; field of view = 250 mm; and voxel dimensions = 0.9 mm × 0.9 mm × 1.0 mm).
Stimuli
We used six types of face: those portraying sad facial expressions with tears, with tear-like circles, and without tears; and those portraying neutral facial expressions with tears, with tear-like circles, and without tears (Fig. 1A ). Stimuli were produced as described below.
Stimuli production
We followed the same procedure as Provine et al. (2009) to produce the stimuli. We initially obtained 90 images of faces with tears (Tears images) from the online image archives Flickr (www. flickr.com) and Google (www.google.co.jp). We limited our search to images of female adults in order to eliminate gender differences between the subjects and stimuli. In addition to facial images, we also collected 45 landscape images from Flickr to use as controls.
We removed the tears from the 90 face images using photoediting software (Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Systems Inc., San Jose, CA) and defined them as NoTears images. We then produced new Task designs. We adopted a within-subjects factorial design with two factors: Tears and Facial expression. We extended the task design of Provine et al. (2009) by including two levels of facial expressions (Sad and Neutral) and three levels of Tears (Tears, Circles, and NoTears). Note that due to copyright issues these are schematics rather than the actual stimuli. (B) Task schedule. We used conventional block designs in which three trials of the same condition (with different pictures) were repeated three times in a block (18 s). The order of conditions was pseudo-randomized. In each trial (6 s), the subject viewed the face picture for 3.5 s and evaluated the extent of sadness of the person for 2.5 s.
images by adding gray circles to the NoTears images, resulting in the Circles images. The location and the number of gray circles in the Circles images were matched with the location and number of tears in the original (Tears) images. We did not include natural objects on stimuli (e.g., scars or saliva) in order to match the locations of stimuli and to avoid any possible interpretation of affective states (e.g., the observed person is hungry because of saliva on the face). Collectively, we created three sets of facial images (comprising 270 images in total): 90 Tears images, 90 NoTears images, and 90 Circles images. The mean differences in size and perceived brightness of the images for each condition were minimized using photo-editing software (Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Systems Inc., San Jose, CA).
We further categorized each set of images into two subsets (sad and neutral) based on their facial expressions. Eight females, who did not participate in the fMRI experiment, rated the intensity of sadness in the images on a visual analog scale (VAS) ranging from 0 ("not sad at all") to 100 ("extremely sad"). Initially, we used the VAS scores from the same eight subjects to classify the 90 NoTears images into 45 images of "sad" expressions and 45 images of "neutral" expressions. Then, the Tears and Circles images were categorized into "sad" and "neutral" images; the images for each facial expression were identical except for the presence of tears or circles. In total, we produced seven types of image: sad facial expressions with tears (Sad Expression + Tears [ST] (Fig. 1A ). Fig. 1 shows schematic drawings of representative stimuli due to copyright issues. Each image was used only once in each experiment.
Stimulus presentation
Stimuli were back-projected via a liquid crystal display (LCD) projector (CP-SX12000; Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo) onto a translucent screen located at the rear of the scanner. The horizontal and vertical viewing angles of stimuli were 5.3 • and 7.4 • , respectively. The subjects viewed stimuli via a mirror placed above the head coil. We used Presentation software to display visual stimuli and record the subject's response (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., San Francisco, CA).
Task design and procedure
A two-factor within-subjects factorial design was used, with two levels of Facial Expressions (Sad and Neutral) and three levels of Tears (Tears, NoTears and Circles) (Fig. 1A) . In addition to these six conditions, we included a baseline (B) condition, during which subjects observed landscape images.
We employed a conventional block design ( Fig. 1B) with five runs. Each run consisted of the first 12 scan volumes, followed by 23 blocks that lasted for 18 s (6 volumes per block), and the final 6 volumes (12 volumes + [23 blocks × 6 volumes] + 6 volumes = 156 volumes per run). Each block included one of the seven task conditions, and each condition was repeated three times (21 blocks). Each block included three trials of the same condition, and each trial lasted 6 s (3 blocks × 3 trials per block × 5 runs = 45 trials for each condition in total). The order of the conditions was pseudorandomized in each repetition. In addition, we included two blocks of the rest condition: one between the last block of the first repetition of a condition and the first block of the second repetition; and the other between the last block of the second repetition and the first block of the third repetition (2 rest blocks + 21 task blocks = 23 blocks in total).
In each trial, an image was presented for 3.5 s, followed by the presentation of a visual analog scale (VAS) for 2.5 s. The subjects used the VAS to evaluate the extent of sadness of the presented facial stimuli. The subjects manipulated a two-button response box (HHSC-2 × 2, Current Designs, Inc., Philadelphia, PA) with their right hand to specify the location of the vertical line on a VAS (the index finger moved the line to the left, and the middle finger moved the line to the right). The VAS scale consisted of a white-colored horizontal bar with each end indicating the minimum (i.e., not sad at all) and the maximum (i.e., extremely sad) of the intensity of sadness expressed by the image. The end of the minimum and maximum was counterbalanced across the subjects. In the baseline (B) condition, the subject was asked to move the VAS to any position they wished. All of the subjects performed several practice trials in order to familiarize them with the task and to ensure they were able to utilize the VAS easily.
Imaging data processing
The first six volumes of each fMRI run were discarded for stabilization of the magnetization, and the remaining 150 volumes per run (a total of 750 volumes per participant) were used for analysis. Image processing and statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8) package (Friston et al., 2007) . The images were realigned to correct for head motion, then corrected for differences in slice timing within each volume. After the T1-weighted anatomical images were segmented into different tissue classes, each subject's T1-weighted anatomical image was co-registered with the mean image of all of the EPI images for each subject. Each co-registered T1-weighted anatomical image was normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute T1 image template (ICBM 152) (Evans et al., 1994; Friston et al., 1995) . The parameters from this normalization process were then applied to each functional image. The spatially normalized EPI images were filtered using a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) in the x, y, and z axes (final smoothness: x = 11.8, y = 11.9, and z = 11.8 mm). The parameters from this normalization process were then applied to the functional images, which were resampled to a final resolution of 2 × 2 × 2 mm 3 .
2.6. Statistical analyses 2.6.1. Individual analyses A design matrix comprising the five runs was prepared for each subject. We fitted a general linear model (GLM) to the fMRI data for each subject (Friston et al., 1994a; Worsley and Friston, 1995) . Neural activity during each condition was modeled with box-car functions convolved with the canonical hemodynamic-response function. Each run included seven task-related regressors, one for each condition. The time series for each voxel was high-pass filtered at 1/128 Hz. Assuming a first-order autoregressive model, the serial autocorrelation was estimated from the pooled active voxels with the restricted maximum likelihood (ReML) procedure, and was used to whiten the data (Friston et al., 2002) . Motionrelated artifacts were minimized by incorporating six parameters (three displacements and three rotations) from the rigid-body realignment stage into each model. The parameter estimates for each condition in each individual were compared using linear contrasts. After confirming face-related activation (e.g., activation in the fusiform gyrus) by comparing face conditions with baseline (B), we evaluated the following contrasts (Table 1) 
Random-effects group analysis
In the first-level analysis, we obtained images that represent the normalized task-related increment of the MR signal of each subject for each predefined contrast (i.e., contrast images). These contrast images were used for the group analysis. For each predefined contrast (Table 1) , a one-sample t-test was performed for every voxel in the brain to obtain population inferences (Holmes and Friston, 1998) . The resulting set of voxel values for each comparison constituted an SPM of the t statistic SPM{t}. The height threshold for the SPM{t} was set at t(37) > 2.72, equivalent to p < 0.005 uncorrected. The statistical threshold for the spatial extent test on the clusters was set at p < 0.05 and corrected for multiple comparisons (familywise error [FWE] ) over the whole brain (Friston et al., 1994b (Friston et al., , 1996 .
Brain regions were anatomically defined and labeled according to probabilistic atlases Eickhoff et al., 2005; Shattuck et al., 2008 ) and a previous meta-analysis study (Van Overwalle, 2009 ). In order to avoid the ambiguity of the anatomical location of the TPJ, we defined it as the angular gyrus (Saxe and Powell, 2006; Scholz et al., 2009; Cabeza et al., 2012) . Consistent with a meta-analysis (Van Overwalle, 2009), we defined the mPFC as the medial wall of the prefrontal cortex: that is, regions in which the x coordinates ranged from −20 to 20 and the y coordinates were above y > 20 in MNI space (Van Overwalle, 2009 ). We further subdivided the mPFC into three regions (Van Overwalle, 2009 ): the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC), which lies above the z coordinate of 20 mm; the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), which lies between z = −15 and z = 20 mm; and the medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC), which lies below z = −15 mm.
ROI analysis
After the whole-brain analysis was completed, we conducted ROI analysis. The assumption was that the supra-additive effect of 
tears and facial expressions should be observed within the regions that were more active during the Tears condition than the NoTears condition, which is a more liberal control than the Circles conditions (SC and NC). Thus, we defined ROIs based on the brain regions that were activated by the Tears condition relative to the NoTears condition. The use of the same dataset for the definition of ROI and analysis of response patterns in the ROI can lead to invalid statistical inferences (i.e., the double-dipping problem; Kriegeskorte et al., 2009) . To avoid this, we conducted a separate experiment to compare the Tears condition with the NoTears condition, as described below.
The design and analyses of this experiment were identical to the main experiment except that the Circles conditions (SC and NC) were removed (3 blocks for each condition × 5 conditions + 2 rest blocks = 17 blocks). We collected 9 volumes before the first block and 7 volumes after the last block (9 + [17 blocks × 6] + 7 = 118 volumes per run). The threshold for the SPM{t} was set at t(22) > 2.82 (equivalent to p < 0.005 uncorrected, which was the same height threshold as that in the main experiment). The statistical threshold for the spatial extent test on the clusters was set at p < 0.05 and corrected for multiple comparisons (FWE) over the whole brain (Friston et al., 1994b (Friston et al., , 1996 .
We evaluated only the Tears minus NoTears contrast [(ST + NT) − (S + N)]. We chose the peak coordinates in each cluster in the mPFC, PCC, and TPJ. A cluster of activation could include anatomical regions beyond our hypothesis (e.g., the fusiform gyrus in the TPJ ROI). In order to limit the ROIs to each hypothesized region, we calculated the overlap between the cluster activated by the Tears effect and a 12-mm-radius sphere with the peak coordinates of the same cluster. This radius was identical to the effective resolution (final smoothness) of the statistical parametric maps. This overlapping region in each cluster was used as the ROI.
We analyzed the data from the main experiment based on these ROIs. We used unsmoothed data in order to characterize activation patterns without blurring and to maximize the sensitivity. We averaged the contrast estimates in all voxels within each ROI and compared them between the four conditions of interest (ST, SC, NT, and NC).
Results
Behavioral results
The presence of tears on the face images increased the VAS ratings of sadness (Fig. 2) . A two-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) (2 levels of Facial Expressions than for the sad expressions, regardless of whether the Tears condition was compared to the NoTears or Circles conditions (p values < 0.001). Finally, we found that the Circles condition showed greater VAS rating scores than the NoTears condition for neutral expressions (p < 0.01), but not for sad facial expressions (p > 0.9).
Taken together, these findings confirm that the presence of tears increased the sadness ratings (Provine et al., 2009 ).
fMRI results
3.2.1. Whole-brain analysis 3.2.1.1. The main effect of tears. We conducted the two contrasts to evaluate the brain regions by the presence of tears: that is, the contrast with a liberal control (NoTears) and a stringent control (Circles). The contrast of Tears minus NoTears [(ST + NT) − (S + N)] revealed regions of significant activation bilaterally in the vmPFC, mOFC, posterior cingulate gyrus, TPJ, superior parietal lobule, superior, middle and inferior occipital gyri, middle and inferior temporal gyri, fusiform gyrus, and caudate nucleus (Fig. 3 and Table 2 ). In addition, the same contrast revealed significant activation in the left hemisphere: specifically, in the dmPFC, precuneus, middle frontal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus, amygdala, hippocampus and brainstem.
The contrast of Tears minus Circles [(ST + NT) − (SC + NC)] revealed no significant activation.
The main effect of sad expression. The contrast of Sad minus Neutral expressions [(ST + SC + S) − (NT + NC + N)
] revealed significant activation bilaterally in the mPFC (dmPFC, vmPFC, and mOFC), precuneus, and posterior cingulate gyrus (Fig. 4 and Table 3 ). In addition to these regions, the same contrast revealed bilateral activation in the postcentral gyrus, superior frontal gyri, precentral gyrus, superior parietal lobule, cuneus, caudate nucleus, putamen, superior and middle temporal gyrus, parahippocampal gyrus, insula, hippocampus, amygdala, and fusiform gyrus. We also found activation in the left cerebellum, left inferior temporal gyrus, right supramarginal gyrus, and right lingual gyrus. N) ]. The activation was thresholded at p < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons over the whole brain, with the height threshold set at t(37) > 2.72 (corresponding to an uncorrected p < 0.005). The activation patterns were superimposed on surface-rendered high-resolution MRIs unrelated to the subjects of the present study. The threshold size of activation was p < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons over the whole brain, when the height threshold was set at t(37) > 2.72. x, y, and z are stereotaxic coordinates (mm). R, right hemisphere; L, left hemisphere. dmPFC, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; vmPFC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex; mOFC, medial orbitofrontal cortex; TPJ, temporoparietal junction. a,b Probability values on cytoarchitectonic maps : a 80% for the amygdala and 40% for the hippocampus; b 50% for the hippocampus. The activation was thresholded at p < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons over the whole brain, with the height threshold set at t(37) > 2.72 (corresponding to an uncorrected p < 0.005). The threshold size of activation was p < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons over the whole brain, when the height threshold was set at t(37) > 2.72. x, y, and z are stereotaxic coordinates (mm). R, right hemisphere; L, left hemisphere. dmPFC, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; vmPFC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex; mOFC, medial orbitofrontal cortex; TPJ, temporoparietal junction. a-d Probability values on cytoarchitectonic maps : a 50% for the hippocampus and 40% for the amygdala; b 90% for the hippocampus; c 40% for the amygdala and 30% for the hippocampus; d 50% for the amygdala.
Interactions between Tears and Sad facial expressions.
The contrast of the supra-additive effect [(ST − SC) − (NT − NC)] revealed bilateral activation in vmPFC, posterior cingulate gyrus, precuneus, cuneus, parahippocampal gyrus, lingual gyrus, cerebellum, amygdala, and hippocampus. Moreover, the same contrast revealed significant activation in the left dmPFC and right mOFC ( Fig. 5 and Table 4 ). The opposite contrast [(NT − NC) − (ST-SC)] revealed no significant activation. Collectively, activity in the mPFC and PCC showed the main effect of tears, the main effect of sad expression, and the supraadditive effect. By contrast, activity in the TPJ showed only the main effect of tears. In order to further characterize response patterns in these regions, we conducted the following ROI analysis.
ROI analysis
In the whole-brain analysis, only the main effect of tears showed activation in all nodes of the core mentalizing network (the mPFC, PCC, and TPJ). Thus, we functionally defined ROIs based on this effect. In order to avoid the double-dipping problem (Kriegeskorte et al., 2009 ), we conducted a separate fMRI experiment to localize the mPFC, PCC, and TPJ. We found six clusters of significant activation ( Supplementary Fig. 1 and Table 1 ). Among these, the following five clusters corresponded to the core mentalizing network: one cluster in the superior mPFC (dmPFC and vmPFC); one cluster in the inferior mPFC (mOFC and vmPFC); one cluster in the PCC; one cluster in the left TPJ; and one cluster in the right TPJ. We used these five ROIs in the analyses (Fig. 6A) . Fig. 6B shows the contrast estimates (i.e., the activity relative to the Neutral NoTears [N] condition) for the four conditions of interest. We confirmed that the contrast estimates in the ST, SC, and NT conditions were significantly greater than the N condition in all ROIs except for the SC condition in the superior mPFC (p values < 0.05, one-tailed one-sample t tests). More specifically, the same statistical test showed a tendency toward significance in the SC condition of the superior mPFC (t(37) = 1.6, p = 0.06).
The PCC and two clusters in the mPFC showed greater activity in the ST condition compared to the other three conditions. Two-way ANOVAs (2 levels of Tears × 2 levels of Expressions) on the contrast estimates of these regions showed significant main effects of Tears [F(1, 37) = 8.9, p < 0.01 for the PCC; F(1, 37) = 8.7, p < 0.01 for the inferior mPFC; and F(1, 37) = 10.3, p < 0.01 for the superior mPFC] and Expressions [F(1, 37) = 13.9, p < 0.01 for the PCC; F(1, 37) = 23.9, p < 0.001 for the inferior mPFC; and F(1, 37) = 8.6, p < 0.01 for the superior mPFC]. The same ANOVA also revealed significant NC) ] is shown. The activation was thresholded at p < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons over the whole brain, with the height threshold set at t(37) > 2.72 (corresponding to uncorrected p < 0.005). 
The threshold size of activation was p < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons over the whole brain, when the height threshold was set at t(37) > 2.72. x, y, and z are stereotaxic coordinates (mm). R, right hemisphere; L, left hemisphere. dmPFC, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; vmPFC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex; mOFC, medial orbitofrontal cortex. a-d Probability values on cytoarchitectonic maps : a 40% for the amygdala and 40% for the hippocampus; b 50% for the hippocampus; c 40% for the amygdala and 30% for the hippocampus; d 60% for the hippocampus and 30% for the amygdala. n.s. indicates that no significant activation was found.
interactions between the two factors in the PCC [F(1, 37) = 10.4, p < 0.01] and inferior mPFC [F(1, 37) =6.2, p < 0.05], and an interaction showing a trend toward significance in the superior mPFC [F(1, 37) = 3.7, p = 0.06]. Post hoc pairwise comparisons (with a Bonferroni correction) in these regions showed significantly greater contrast estimates in the ST than the SC condition (p values < 0.01), whereas there were no such differences between the NT and NC conditions (p values > 0.2). In contrast to the midline regions, we observed no such differences in the TPJ. The same two-way ANOVAs (2 levels of Tears × 2 levels of Expressions) revealed neither significant main effects (p values > 0.06) nor interactions (p values > 0.3). We conducted a supplementary analysis to examine further whether the spatial patterns of activation in the TPJ were identical between tears and circles (see Supplementary Materials and Methods). We found that spatial patterns were more similar within the tear condition than between the tear and circle conditions, suggesting that activation patterns in the TPJ are not identical between the two (Supplementary Fig. 2 ).
Discussion
In the present study, the mPFC and PCC showed a supra-additive effect between sad facial expressions and the presence of tears, whereas the TPJ showed no such effect.
Behavioral performance
We confirmed the tears effect (Provine et al., 2009) by showing that the observation of tears increased ratings of sadness compared with control conditions in which there were no tears (no tears and circles conditions; Fig. 2 ). We also found interaction effects between sad facial expressions and tears: the tears effect was smaller for sad expressions than for neutral expressions. In other words, a signal of sadness shows a reduced effect when another indicator of sadness is already present. This sub-additive effect might be explained by Weber's law, which states that the change in stimulus intensity that can be discriminated is a constant fraction of the intensity of the original stimulus (e.g., facial expressions, Gao et al., 2013) .
Tears effect in the mPFC, PCC, and TPJ
We found that all nodes of the core mentalizing network (mPFC, PCC, and TPJ) were activated when rating the sadness of faces with tears compared to faces without tears (Figs. 3 and 6B) . To the best of our knowledge, only one study has examined the brain activity of the tears effect. More specifically, Hendriks et al. (2007) examined an early event-related potential (ERP) component (N170) in response to faces when the subject observed crying (with tears) and other facial expressions. However, neither the latency nor the amplitude of the ERPs differed between crying and other facial expressions. The present study has identified the neural substrates underlying the tears effect.
Supra-additive effects between tears and facial expressions in the mPFC and PCC
We found that the inferior mPFC (covering the mOFC and vmPFC) and the PCC showed not only main effects of facial expression and tears, but also supra-additive effects between them.
As in the field of multisensory research, our result indicates that the mPFC and PCC are involved in integrating tears and facial expressions for the purpose of inferring others' sadness. In other words, these regions might be engaged in combining the perceived social signals to infer the most likely extent of others' sadness.
Previous lesion studies showed that damage to the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), a part of the mPFC, produces impairments in the recognition of social signals involving emotional facial expressions (Hornak et al., 1996; Blair and Cipolotti, 2000; Rolls, 2004; Dal Monte et al., 2013; Willis et al., 2014) and emotional vocal expressions (Hornak et al., 1996 (Hornak et al., , 2003 Rolls, 2004) . In accord with these findings, previous neuroimaging studies have indicated that the mPFC contains abstract representations of others' emotional states regardless of the type of social signal (Peelen et al., 2010; Skerry and Saxe, 2014) . However, as each type of social signal was presented separately in these studies, it was unclear whether the mPFC showed an interaction effect between multiple social signals. Moreover, unlike the mPFC, the role of the PCC has been poorly investigated in the context of mentalizing. The current study revealed that the mPFC and PCC showed an interaction effect between distinct social signals during affective mentalizing, providing more direct evidence for the integration of social signals in these regions.
One explanation of our result is that the integration process is conducted in other brain regions, and the supra-additive effect in the mPFC and PCC represents the extent of others' sadness provided by such an integration process. However, this interpretation was not supported by two findings: first, only the mPFC and PCC consistently met the criteria of convergence (i.e., were activated by each social signal) and interaction; and second, the sadness rating showed the sub-additive effect, but not the supra-additive effect (Fig. 2) . Thus, it is unlikely that the supra-additive effect in these regions simply represents the extent of sadness. Rather, it is better explained by the hypothesis that integrating two different social signals (for the purpose of affective mentalizing) imposes greater processing demands in the mPFC and PCC than individual signals.
The core mentalizing network (such as the mPFC and PCC) and the human homologue of the mirror-neuron system (e.g., the inferior frontal gyrus and inferior parietal lobule) are both active during the recognition of others' facial emotions (Phan et al., 2002; Carr et al., 2003; Winston et al., 2003; Lennox et al., 2004; Vytal and Hamann, 2010; Kitada et al., 2013) . As compared to the mirrorneuron system, the core mentalizing network seems to be active when observers reflect on the cause of the behavior -e.g., why is this person shedding tears? (Van Overwalle and Baetens, 2009 ). The core mentalizing network is also proposed to be a part of the social "reflective system" (C system), a slow system that is responsible for taking situational constraint information and other prior knowledge into account for mentalizing (Satpute and Lieberman, 2006) . In order to determine that the person shedding tears is sad, we rely on knowledge based on previous experience. Consistent with this view, the PCC is associated with long-term memory (Minoshima et al., 1997; Ranganath et al., 2004; Wagner et al., 2005; Cavanna and Trimble, 2006; Matsuda, 2007) . For instance, Alzheimer's disease (AD) is characterized not only by medial temporal lobe (MTL) atrophy, but also by a reduction of glucose metabolism in the cingulo-parietal cortex, including the precuneus (Matsuda, 2007) . Activity in the precuneus is reduced in patients with very-earlystage AD who exhibit only memory impairment, without general cognitive decline (Minoshima et al., 1997) . The default mode network (DMN), including the PCC and mPFC, is often associated with mind wandering, which can result in the retrieval of an episodic memory (Mason et al., 2007; Spreng et al., 2009) . In the present study, the PCC showed activation not only in the presence of tears, but also during the observation of sad facial expressions (relative to neutral expressions; Figs. 4 and 6B). Therefore, the PCC might be involved in the retrieval of the social meaning of tears (i.e., as a symbol of sadness) from long-term memory, and the integration of the retrieved social knowledge with the sad facial expression.
In addition to the PCC, we found the supra-additive effect in the inferior mPFC, including the mOFC and vmPFC. Subregions in the mPFC are thought to play distinct but complementary roles in mentalizing (Amodio and Frith, 2006; Krueger et al., 2009 ). Krueger et al. (2009) proposed that the inferior mPFC supports inferences about the likely affective response and reward value accompanying goal achievement. According to this hypothesis, the process of integrating tears and facial expressions in this region might reflect the evaluation of the state of sadness (i.e., how sad is this person?). Lesions in the OFC can lead to abnormal social judgments in response to emotional faces (Willis et al., 2010) . More specifically, the subjects in this study were presented with faces portraying emotional expressions and asked to imagine whether they would approach them to ask for directions. Compared to control (intact) subjects and patients with damage to frontal regions sparing the OFC, the patients with damage to the OFC tended to have abnormal approachability judgments: OFC patients rated faces displaying negative emotional expressions as significantly more approachable than the other subject groups. We also found that the superior mPFC showed a tendency toward the supra-additive effect (Fig. 6B) . The superior mPFC is thought to support inferences about the likely actions performed by others for goal achievement (i.e., why is this person shedding tears?) ). As such, it is possible that, along with the PCC, these subregions in the mPFC might work in concert to infer another's state of sadness at an abstract level.
We also observed the supra-additive effect in areas of the limbic system such as the MTL and amygdala (Table 4 ). The supra-additive effect in the MTL is consistent with our speculation that the social knowledge of tears is retrieved from long-term memory and integrated with sad facial expressions (Eldridge et al., 2000; Miyashita, 2004) . The amygdala is considered as a part of the social "reflexive system" (X system), which automatically and quickly evaluates others' behavior (Satpute and Lieberman, 2006) . Thus, this reflexive system (X system) might be engaged in the integration of social signals directly (Morris et al., 1998) or indirectly via the top-down modulation from parts of the reflective system (C system), such as the mPFC and PCC (Ochsner et al., 2002; Pessoa et al., 2002) . However, unlike the mPFC and PCC, the MTL and amygdala were not consistently activated by the presence of tears in the two experiments; they were not activated in the separate experiment (Supplementary Fig. 1 and Table 1 ). Therefore, further studies are necessary to examine whether the MTL and amygdala are important for the integration of tears and facial expressions.
No interaction effect in the TPJ
Like the mPFC and PCC, the TPJ showed greater activation when viewing faces with tears than without tears, which was a more liberal control than circles (Figs. 3 and 6A) . However, we observed no interaction between facial expressions and tears (Fig. 6B) . These results indicate that the TPJ is engaged not in the integration of signals related to tears and facial expressions, but rather in the processing of tears.
The TPJ is thought to be a hub of diverse functions, including perceptual/motor reorienting and theory of mind (Cabeza et al., 2012) . It has been proposed that one of the general functions of the TPJ is to detect a mismatch between our expectations and actual outcomes (Corbetta et al., 2008; Koster-Hale and Saxe, 2013) . More specifically, the TPJ is activated when a target is presented in an unexpected location in spatial attention tasks (Posner paradigm; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002) . False-belief stories, which are often used in mentalizing tasks, require processing information detected outside the main focus of attention (Cabeza et al., 2012) . Shedding tears (in adults) and circles are rarely observed in our daily life, whereas the activation pattern between tears and circles differed in the TPJ. Therefore, it is possible that the TPJ is involved in detecting and perceiving unusual objects such as tears.
Limitations
Two limitations must be considered. First, we utilized pictures of different individuals between the sad and neutral conditions. It is unlikely that the supra-additive effect is also affected by the difference in facial identity, because this factor is subtracted out in the supra-additive effect [(ST − SC) − (NT − NC)]. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that greater activity in sad expressions (relative to neutral expressions) can be partially explained by different facial identity. Second, we used only female subjects, because they tend to react to crying people with more sympathy and support than males (Cretser et al., 1982) . However, future studies should test whether this finding can be generalized to male subjects, and examine the integration of facial expressions and tears in genders that are different from the subjects (the cross-gender effect).
Conclusions
The present study investigated which nodes of the core mentalizing network are involved in the integration of tears and facial expressions that are used to infer the extent of another's sadness. We found that the mPFC and PCC showed a supra-additive effect between tears and facial expressions. In contrast, the TPJ showed no such effect. These results indicate that the mPFC and PCC are involved in integrating distinct social signals to represent others' sadness at an abstract level. These results highlight the differences in the contributions of the mPFC, PCC, and TPJ to affective mentalizing.
